Sixth International Contest
“Wellness & Zero Waste - F&B Contest Casargo 2019”
CFPA Casargo from the 18th to the 22th of March 2019
A.P.A.F. is the provincial agency for educational activities that has managed the Centre for
the Professional training (C.F.P.A.) in Casargo since 2009. The Agency is organising an
international culinary contest from the 18th to the 22th of March 2019. Aims of the contest
are:
-

Promoting the territory of Lecco and of Lombardy, giving visibility to the local
institutions and products;

-

Promoting the national and regional culinary culture, making the products quality
known;

-

Continuing the successful path of the Centre for the Professional training in Casargo

-

Involving the students coming from different schools and countries in activities
aimed both at improving their personal and professional skills in the food and
catering sector and at laying the basis for their educational and professional
success;

-

Supporting the development of the competences of the human resources involved,
promoting initiatives and paths meant to improve both their technical and their
social skills;

-

Promoting the principles of traditional and healthy cooking.

The international kitchen and bar restaurant contest “Wellness & Zero Waste - F&B
Contest Casargo 2019” is to its sixth edition. It will involve about 30 schools in Italy
(Campania, Sardinia, Sicily) and Europe (Poland, Hungary, Bulgaria, France, Slovakia,
Latvia, Denmark, Moldova, Ukraine) among those having a pairing programme with the
CFPA in the last five years.
To this edition it will participate schools from Russia and U.S.A..
The organization of this initiative will involve the partner schools and well-known chefs
and maitres, some of whom attended the Centre for the Professional training in Casargo
and now have successful jobs. Thus, organizing the event the students will improve their
technical, communication and language skills, besides letting them connect with the Italian
regional and local culinary tradition. The international contest will be a great showcase for
the area of Lecco, the Regional Authority and the other local institutions, as well as the
regional and national producers and our sponsors.
The organisation of the actual event will be inspired by last successful edition of 2013,
2014, 2016, 2017 and 2018 as well as by the good practice experienced during the
participation of the CFPA students to similar contests in Europe (i.e. Portugal, Poland,
Slovakia, Latvia). To the center of the event they will be protagonists the Italian typical
product, in particular of the territory of Lecco and regional.
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Educational objectives are giving the students the chance of: meeting other cultures and
traditions, improving their technical and language skills interacting in English with their
peers, strengthening their sense of belonging to the territory and the Italian culinary
tradition, opening their mind towards an international clientele requests, developing a
positive ability of comparison among countries and regions, all fundamental elements for a
mindful and balanced personal and professional growth.
The contest
The competition is open to students of hotel / catering vocational schools and colleges
from Italy and from abroad. Age of competitors is from 16 years. Only one team per
school is allowed.
The contest will involve:
 nr. 2 members from cooking/pastry
 nr. 2 members from bar restaurant
 nr. 1 teacher accompanying the team members who shall be responsible for the
team, but who will not be allowed to take part into the contest
Here follow the competition details:
a. A contest of HOT cooking that consists in realizing a complete menu for 8 persons
with the collaboration between Bar restaurant and Cooking. The theme of the
contest is “WELLNESS & ZERO WASTE - FOOD & BEVERAGE".
The total amount of calories allowed is 1300 Kcal, with a tolerance of plus 500 Kcal
and a total variation of maximum 1800 Kcal for the preparation of a more
elaborated content, always considering the nutritional values per portion, sauces
and garnishes included. The values of the cocktail shall not be included in this
count.
b. Besides, the preparation of a free theme COCKTAIL for 6 persons is requested. The
cocktail will be evaluated separately from the WELLNESS menu. Spirits put in the
cocktail and the wine paired to the dishes will not be counted as part of the
nutritional value
c. Bar Restaurant:
Parameters of evaluation will be the correctness and completeness of the service,
the level of English spoken and the good command of style, presentation and
explanation of the menu, the correct wine (or other drink) pairing to the menu, the
self-mastery and competence, the correct mise en place and service quality; the
contest participants have to bring the wine or any other particular drink they’d like
to serve; the CFPA will provide water.
Every team has to prepare 8 dishes:





4
1
3
1

portions for the table which the service is for
cocktail for 6 persons
dishes for the jury
dish for the media referents (local television and press)

The schedule
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The preliminary program is:
 18th March - Monday: Participants welcome (all participants will be hosted by the
CFPA for free); at 6.00pm plenary meeting to explain the contest rules. Each team will
be assisted by a CFPA student of the 4th or 5th year from the time of their arrival on
MOnday 18th to their departure on Saturday morning 22th . At 7:30pm Welcome dinner;
 19th March Tuesday and 20th March Wednesday and 21th March Thursday: at lunch
and dinner there will be the contest challenges for kitchen and bar/restaurant.
Everyday three teams will be competing at lunch (1pm-2:30pm) and three other at
dinner (7:30pm-9pm), preparing the meals and cocktails to be served to the jury and
to the opinion leaders. Given the little room available, in particular in the kitchen
laboratories, the public will not be allowed to be present to the complete preparation.
The other competing teams, the tutors and accompanying adults, the opinion leaders
and media referents will have access to the preparation area. There will be an official
photographer of the event;
 22th March – Friday (in the morning and in the afternoon): training and entertaining
moments of cooking and bartending managed by well-known Chefs, food experts.
Laboratories and seminars will be held in the Auditorium and will be open to the
students and public.
 22th March – Friday at 7:30pm: gala dinner and awards ceremony. The awards will be
given to the winners by the local authorities. In the afternoon the competing teams
will have the chance to meet the jury in order to get a technical feedback about their
own performance, with no indication about their ranking.
There will be organized guided tours in the main cultural sites and special visits to the
firms sponsor during the week.
A.P.A.F. asked for the patronage of Lombardy Regional Authority, Lecco Provincial
Authority and the Chamber of Commerce, as well as for the sponsorship of public bodies
and associations in order to get contributions in organizing the event and hosting the
Italian and foreign delegations.
A dedicated press conference will be held on 13th of March 2019, presenting the event to
the sponsors and to the local press.
Casargo, 28 november 2018
Director of APAF

Marco Cimino
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